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FEATURED TITLES

9781108445450

Paperback

3rd Edition

AUD $129.95 / NZD $140.95

July 2018

International Law
Cases and Materials with Australian Perspectives

Donald R Rothwell, Australian National University

Stuart Kaye, University of Wollongong

Afshin Akhtar-Khavari, Queensland University of Technology

Ruth Davis, University of Wollongong

Imogen Saunders, Australian National University

Now in its third edition, International Law: Cases and Materials with Australian Perspectives 
continues to be an authoritative textbook on international law for Australian students. With a 
strong focus on Australian practice and interpretation, the text examines how international law is 
developed, implemented and interpreted within the international community and considers new 
and developing approaches within this field.

This edition has been comprehensively updated to address recent developments in international 
law. The curated selection of cases and materials provides a thorough coverage of core areas of 
the law and addresses a range of contemporary challenges, including climate change, human 
rights, nuclear proliferation and the South China Sea. A new chapter on international trade law 
is included to reflect the growing importance of this body of law in Australian practice. Guiding 
commentary by the authors provides a rigorous analysis of key principles and opportunities for 
readers to reflect on and test their understanding.

Written by a team of experts with substantial teaching and research experience in this field, 
International Law: Cases and Materials with Australian Perspectives is an essential resource for 
Australian law students.

KEY FEATURES

 • Balanced treatment between international law and Australia’s involvement within 
international law

 • Australian examples used as a reference point to provide important context and 
relevance to help students understand the various legal points under discussion

 • A range of well-chosen cases and materials with a good balance in number and extent 
of sources

 • Substantially rewritten, refreshed and modified to reflect recent developments and 
practice with improved focus on substantive issues

 • New chapter on International Trade

1. The nature of international law
2. Sources of international law
3. Law of treaties
4. International and municipal law
5. International legal personality
6. Sovereignty over territory
7. Jurisdiction
8. State responsibility

9. Human rights
10. Law of the sea
11. International environmental law
12. International trade law
13. Use of force
14. Enforcement of international law
15. The peaceful settlement of 

international disputes

CONTENTS
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9781316642009

Paperback

3rd Edition

AUD $99.95 / NZD $107.95

July 2018

Inside Lawyers' Ethics
Christine Parker, University of Melbourne

Adrian Evans, Monash University

The third edition of Inside Lawyers’ Ethics offers an engaging and practical examination of 
the moral and ethical dilemmas that legal professionals may encounter in a rapidly changing 
professional environment. The text provides comprehensive coverage and analysis of general 
philosophical approaches to morality as well as the legal frameworks which govern ethical 
decision-making and practice.

This new edition has been thoroughly updated and provides in-depth coverage of the Australian 
Solicitors’ Conduct Rules (ASCR) to enable readers to successfully understand, analyse and 
apply guiding ethical frameworks to practice. Case studies and discussion questions in each 
chapter provide practical examples from case law, legal practice and research to illustrate 
common challenges and explain how ethical and moral principles can be applied to a variety of 
common scenarios.

Written by leading academics in the field, this essential text equips readers with the skills to 
enact ethical behaviours and confidently confront common ethical challenges in their everyday 
practice.

KEY FEATURES

 • Focus on the ‘real world’ of lawyering
 • Rich historical and theoretical detail added to the regulatory models
 • Translation of ASCR into workable scenarios which challenge the reader
 • Use of four different ethical perspectives (responsible lawyering, adversarial advocacy, 

moral activism, and ethics of care)
 • Raises contemporary and contentious issues in Australian society and politics with 

reference to the role of lawyers
 • Substantially revised with new case study boxes, discussion question boxes, legislation 

boxes and breakout boxes

1. Introduction: values in practice
2. Alternatives to adversarial advocacy
3. The responsibility climate: 

professionalism and the regulation of 
lawyers' ethics

4. Confidentiality: boundaries and 
disclosure

5. Ethics in criminal justice: proof and 
truth

6. Civil dispute resolution and 

excessive adversarialism
7. Conflicting loyalties
8. Lawyers' fees and costs: billing and 

over-charging
9. Corporate lawyers and corporate 

misconduct
10. Conclusion: personal professionalism 

virtue, values and legal 
professionalism.

CONTENTS
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9781108434409

Paperback

2nd Edition

AUD $79.95 / NZD $86.95

June 2018

Understanding Sociological Theory 
for Educational Practices
Tania Ferfolja, University of Western Sydney

Criss Jones Diaz, University of Western Sydney

Jacqueline Ullman, University of Western Sydney

Understanding Sociological Theory for Educational Practices introduces readers to the 
contemporary classroom through the lens of sociological theory. By compelling readers to think 
critically and reflexively, this book helps future teachers create a welcoming and equitable 
learning environment for all students. 

This edition has been updated to include the latest research and resources, including links 
to  the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) to help readers connect the 
theory with their practice. Learning is supported through pedagogical features including key 
term definitions, and end-of-chapter reflection questions and recommended resources. A new 
instructor website features a curated suite of questions and links to informative videos. 

Understanding Sociological Theory for Educational Practices is an essential resource that 
enables teachers to confidently navigate the topics of diversity, disadvantage, discrimination and 
marginalisation in a range of educational contexts.

KEY FEATURES

 • Offers links to Australian Professional Standards for Teachers
 • Includes a companion website with additional instructor resources
 • Supports learning through pedagogical features including key terms, case studies, 

end-of-chapter reflection questions and recommended resources

1. The unseen half: theories for 
educational practices 

Part 1. Applying Poststructuralism(s):
2. Preservice teacher identities and the 

social construction of childhood
3. Gender and sexuality diversity, policy 

framings and the construction of the 
subject 

4. Regulating 'gender climate': 
Exploring the social construction of 
gender and sexuality in regional and 
rural Australian schools 

Part 2. Intersecting Theories for 
Meaning: Postcolonialism, Critical 
Race Theory and Cultural Theory:
5. Destabilising privilege: Disrupting 

deficit thinking in white preservice 
teachers on professional experience 
in cultural diverse, high poverty 
schools 

6. More than cultural celebrations: 
Indigenous identities in school 
settings 

7. Silences in growing up bi/
multilingual in multicultural 

globalised societies: Educators', 
families' and children's views of 
negotiating languages, identity and 
difference in childhood 

8. 'Disaffected' youth: Intersections of 
class and ethnicity 

Part 3. Using Critical Theory:
9. Culture, hybridity and globalisation: 

rethinking multicultural education in 
schools 

10. Social class and the classroom: a 
reflection on the role of schooling 
and mothering in the production and 
reproduction of disadvantage and 
privilege 

11. Digital literacies: Understanding the 
literate practices of refugee kids in 
an after-school media club 

12. Reflections on language and literacy: 
recognising what young people 
know and can do 

13. Final ruminations on the 'unseen 
half' 

CONTENTS
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The second edition of Remedies in Australian Private Law offers readers a clear and detailed 
introduction to remedies and their functions under Australian law. Clearly structured, with a 
strong black-letter law focus, the text provides a complete treatment of remedies in common 
law, equity and statute and develops a framework for understanding the principles of private 
law remedies and their practical application. 

This edition has been significantly revised and offers up-to-date coverage of case law and 
legislation, including the Australian Consumer Law. Building on the detailed treatment of 
remedies and their broad functions across a range of private law categories – including 
torts, contract, equity, trusts and property law – the new edition also offers expanded 
coverage of vindicatory damages, debt, specific restitution and coercive remedies. Theoretical 
perspectives on issues such as equitable obligations, the fusion of common law and equity, 
the nature of reasonable fee awards and the concept of unjust enrichment are also discussed.

With it systematic and accessible approach, this text enables students and practitioners to 
develop a coherent understanding of remedial law and to analyse legal problems and identify 
appropriate remedial solutions.

6

Remedies in Australian Private Law

9781108445610

Paperback

2nd Edition

AUD $79.95 / NZD $86.95

August 2018

Teaching placements can be a challenging experience for pre-service educators. The second 
edition of Success in Professional Experience facilitates the development of the fundamental 
knowledge, skills and competencies required to prepare for and strengthen confidence 
during placements, with a focus on students building relationships within their educational 
communities. 

This edition has been fully revised and features two new chapters on assessment and 
planning for success in learning along with sample planning documents and lesson 
plan templates. In-chapter activities, reflections, case studies and links to the Australian 
Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) reinforce student understanding.  Additional online 
resources are available on a comprehensive companion website. 

Success in Professional Experience is an essential resource to support  pre-service primary 
and secondary school teachers throughout the practical course components of their degree.

Success in Professional Experience
Building Relationships in Educational Settings

Michael Dyson, Federation University Australia

Margaret Plunkett, Federation University Australia

Kerryn McCluskey

9781108404754

Paperback

2nd Edition

AUD $139.95 / NZD $151.95

August 2018

Katy Barnett, University of Melbourne

Sirko Harder, University of Sussex

FEATURED TITLES
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International Environmental Law offers a concise, conceptually clear, and legally rigorous 
introduction to contemporary international environmental law and practice. The book covers 
all major environmental agreements, paying particular attention to their underlying structure, 
main legal provisions, and practical operation. It blends legal and policy analysis, making 
extensive reference to the jurisprudence and scholarship, and addressing the interconnections 
with other areas of international law, including human rights, humanitarian law, trade and 
foreign investment. The material is structured into four sections - foundations, substantive 
regulation, implementation, and influence on other areas of international law - which help 
the reader to navigate the different areas of international environmental law. Each chapter 
includes charts summarising the main components of the relevant legal frameworks and 
provides a detailed bibliography. Suitable for practicing and academic international lawyers 
who want an accessible, up-to-date introduction to contemporary international environmental 
law, as well as non-lawyers seeking a concise and clear understanding of the subject.

9781108438117

Paperback

2nd Edition

AUD $63.95 / NZD $69.95

August 2018

9781108405645

Paperback

3rd Edition

AUD $119.95 / NZD $129.95

August 2018

International Environmental Law

The third edition of Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete continues to be the most 
comprehensive text for engineering students, instructors and practising engineers. Theoretical 
and practical aspects of analysis and design are presented in a clear, easy-to-follow manner 
and are complemented by numerous illustrative and design examples to aid students’ 
comprehension of complex concepts. The text is divided into two parts: the first addresses 
the analysis and design of reinforced concrete structures and the second covers topics in 
prestressed concrete.

This edition has been fully updated to reflect recent amendments and addenda to the 
Australian Standard for Concrete Structures AS 3600-2009 and allied standards. Two new 
chapters, covering T-beams, irregular-shaped sections and continuous beams, and strut-and-
tie modelling have been added as discrete modules to enhance the progression of topics. 
Additional information is provided on fire resistance, detailing including cover, long-term 
deflection and design for torsion. An expanded collection of end-of-chapter tutorial problems 
consolidate student learning and develop problem-solving skills.

With its thorough coverage of fundamental concepts and abundance of practical examples, 
Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete remains an indispensable resource for students and 
engineers continuing their professional development.

Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete

Yew-Chaye Loo and Sanual Huq Chowdhury

Pierre-Marie Dupuy and Jorge E. Viñuales

FEATURED TITLES
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Transnational Management provides an integrated conceptual framework to guide students 
and instructors through the challenges facing today's multinational enterprises. Through text 
narrative and cases, the authors skilfully examine the development of strategy, organisational 
capabilities, and management roles and responsibilities for operating in the global economy. 
The key concepts are developed in eight chapters that are supplemented by carefully 
selected practical case studies from world-leading case writers. All chapters have been 
revised and updated for this eighth edition to reflect the latest thinking in transnational 
management while retaining the book's strong integrated conceptual framework. Ten new 
cases have been added, and four others updated. A full range of online support materials are 
available, including detailed case teaching notes, almost 200 PowerPoint slides, and a test 
bank. Suitable for MBA, executive education and senior undergraduate students studying 
international management, international business or global strategy courses, Transnational 
Management offers a uniquely global perspective on the subject.

Transnational Management
Text and Cases in Cross-Border Management

9781108413039

Paperback

1st Edition

AUD $79.95 / NZD $86.95

August 2018

As populations around the globe continue to grow, healthcare providers face increased 
demand for acute health services, including management of life-threatening emergencies, 
management of chronic conditions and routine health issues requiring immediate action. 
Acute Care Nursing provides an accessible and practical overview of the role of the nurse in 
acute medical and surgical settings in the Australian and New Zealand context.

Linking closely with the Australian ‘Registered nurse standards for practice’ and the New 
Zealand Competencies for registered nurses, this text equips students with foundational 
knowledge of the pathophysiology, treatment and legal and ethical issues associated with 
common acute conditions. Through the person-centred, collaborative care approach, students 
will also learn effective communication, decision-making and cultural competency skills that 
are essential for nurses in any practice context.  

Each chapter is enriched with pedagogical features designed to solidify understanding and 
promote critical thinking, including ‘Skills in Practice’ case studies, reflections, key terms, 
review questions, research topics and further readings. 

Offering students a relevant and contemporary understanding of the acute care context, Acute 
Care Nursing is an essential companion that can be taken from the classroom into practice.

Acute Care Nursing
Edited by
Julia Gilbert, Federation University Australia
Elisabeth Coyne, Griffith University

9781108436694

Paperback

8th Edition

AUD $90.95 / NZD $98.95

June 2018

Christopher A. Bartlett, Harvard University
Paul W. Beamish, University of Western Ontario

FEATURED TITLES
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An Independent Study Guide to Reading Latin
Peter V. Jones and Keith C. Sidwell

Accompanies the bestselling Latin course and is designed for students learning Latin on 
their own or with only limited access to a teacher. Contains notes on and translations of the 
Latin texts appearing in the Text and Vocabulary volume and answers to the exercises in the 
Grammar and Exercises volume.

9781107615601 Paperback
2nd Edition
AUD $34.95 / NZD $37.95
August 2018

Calendrical Calculations
The Ultimate Edition
Edward M. Reingold and Nachum Dershowitz

This unique resource now includes coverage of Unix dates, Italian time, the Akan, Icelandic, 
Saudi Arabian Umm al-Qura, Babylonian, Samaritan, and Nepalese calendars, plus expanded 
treatments of Islamic and Hebrew calendars. The astronomical functions have been rewritten 
for more accurate results and include calculations of moonrise and moonset.

9781107683167 Paperback
4th Edition
AUD $55.95 / NZD $60.95
July 2018

The Fed and Lehman Brothers
Setting the Record Straight on a Financial Disaster
Laurence M. Ball

This book will interest scholars and practitioners in economics, finance, accounting and law; 
all areas in which the Lehman bankruptcy has been a major controversy. It will also appeal to 
a broad audience who care about the causes of the financial crisis and the role of the Federal 
Reserve’s leaders.

9781108420969 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $31.95 / NZD $34.95
August 2018

CLASSICAL STUDIES

ECONOMICS & 
BUSINESS STUDIES

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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Cost–Benefit Analysis
Per-Olov Johansson and Bengt Kriström

Provides a summary of recent theoretical and empirical developments and summarises state-
of-the-art stated-preference and revealed-preference valuation methods. Discusses how to 
assess the impact of small and large projects on prices and other economic variables. A novel 
feature is the flexible evaluation rules for reasonably small projects.

9781108462938 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $27.95 / NZD $30.95
July 2018

Doing Capitalism in the Innovation Economy
Reconfiguring the Three-Player Game between Markets, Speculators 
and the State
William H. Janeway

In this fully revised and updated edition, Janeway interweaves his professional experience 
with political and financial history, giving a lively explanation of how successive technological 
revolutions have transformed the market economy, and revealing why America may yield 
leadership of the innovation economy to China.

9781108471275 Hardback
2nd Edition
AUD $36.95 / NZD $39.95
July 2018

Babies Made Us Modern
How Infants Brought America into the Twentieth Century
Janet Golden

Placing babies’ lives at the center of her narrative, historian Janet Golden analyses the 
dramatic transformations in the lives of American babies during the twentieth century. 
She examines how babies brought ordinary families into the modern worlds of medicine, 
consumerism, social welfare, and psychology.

9781108415002 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $38.95 / NZD $42.95
July 2018

ECONOMICS & 
BUSINESS STUDIES

HISTORY
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The Middle Ages in 50 Objects
Elina Gertsman and Barbara H. Rosenwein

The extraordinary array of objects from the European, Byzantine and Islamic worlds included 
in this volume illuminates the full and rich history of the Middle Ages. Lavishly illustrated, the 
book suggests how each object was used and understood within the wider cultural context in 
which it was made.

9781107150386 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $45.95 / NZD $49.95
August 2018

Re-Engineering Humanity
Brett Frischmann and Evan Selinger

With interdisciplinary breadth, scholarly depth, and clear, evocative, and resonant writing, Re-
Engineering Humanity explains how technology threatens our humanity, endangers the future 
of our society, and can be changed for the better.

9781107147096 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $41.95 / NZD $45.95
June 2018

Human Rights in Armed Conflict
Law, Practice, Policy
Gerd Oberleitner

This book revisits, organises and contextualises the debate on human rights in armed conflict 
from a historic as well as a contemporary perspective. It considers and explores the legal 
challenges, practical consequences and policy implications of resorting to human rights in 
situations of armed conflict.

9781107456938 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $50.95 / NZD $54.95
August 2018

LAW

HISTORY
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Australia’s Constitution after Whitlam
Brendan Lim

This book offers scholars and students of law, legal theory and history a new treatment 
of the 1975 Australian constitutional crisis. It traces the emergence of this fundamental 
constitutional debate in the turbulent Whitlam years and chronicles its subsequent iterations 
in institutional configurations.

9781107551992 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $43.95 / NZD $47.95
August 2018

International Investment Law and Arbitration
Commentary, Awards and other Materials
Lim et al.

This book is suitable for advanced courses on the substantive law and procedural aspects 
of international investment arbitration. Awards and other key materials are accompanied by 
commentary which explains past, current and potential developments in the context of the 
changing directions in the arbitral jurisprudence and current reform debates.

9781316632208 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $81.95 / NZD $88.95
June 2018

Comparative Law
Mathias Siems

Comparative Law offers a thorough grounding for students and scholars of the subject, 
covering essential academic debates and comparative law methodology. Critically debating 
both traditional and modern approaches to the subject, the new edition includes a wider range 
of examples and further discussion of the global dimension of comparative law.

9781316633557 Paperback
2nd Edition
AUD $63.95 / NZD $69.95
June 2018

LAW
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Urban Planet
Knowledge towards Sustainable Cities
Elmqvist et al.

Global urbanisation promises better services and stronger economies but also carries risks 
and unforeseeable consequences. Urban Planet highlights the hopes and hindrances of our 
journey of urbanisation and the need for a parallel evolution of our science and systems to 
ensure we reap the rewards. 

9781107196933 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $90.95 / NZD $98.95
July 2018

Environmental Attitudes through Time
R. J. Berry

This volume presents data and concepts from a broad range of disciplines that affect our life 
and well-being within our environment. It shows the limits but also the possibilities for action 
and so throws light on our present and future fate as individuals, as citizens, and as decision 
makers.

9781107679481 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $45.95 / NZD $49.95
July 2018

Complex Ecology
Foundational Perspectives on Dynamic Approaches to Ecology and 
Conservation
Edited by Charles G. Curtin and Timothy F. H. Allen

Ideal for students of ecology and conservation, this volume introduces the reader to 
complexity-based approaches for tackling environmental challenges. Key papers assembled 
from the end of the twentieth century appear alongside expert commentary to give a detailed 
account of our current understanding, as well as how we got there.

9781108402606 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $72.95 / NZD $78.95
July 2018

LIFE SCIENCES
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Modern Prometheus
Editing the Human Genome with Crispr-Cas9
Jim Kozubek

Would you change your genes if you could? Crispr-Cas9 technologies are now offering cheap 
and effective methods for editing the human genome. Telling the interwoven stories of the 
scientists involved, Kozubek traces events across a fifty-year period, demystifying how Crispr 
works and reflecting on the continuing ethical dilemmas it brings.

9781108454629 Paperback
Revised and updated edition
AUD $27.95 / NZD $30.95
July 2018

Value-Creating Boards
Challenges for Future Practice and Research
Morten Huse

This Element shapes the discussion about corporate governance and boards of directors. 
It contributes to the literature around sustainable value creation in business and society. 
This Element brings an update of the content of Boards, Governance and Value Creation 
(Cambridge 2007), and provides a resource for students and reflective practitioners.

9781108463911 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $27.95 / NZD $30.95
July 2018

Resilience
The Science of Mastering Life’s Greatest Challenges
Steven Southwick and Dennis Charney

Life presents challenges to everyone. What differentiates some of us is how we respond. 
Written by experts in post-traumatic stress disorder and resilience, this important book 
provides a vital and successful roadmap for overcoming life’s adversities, inspired by the 
stories of real people who have overcome seemingly impossible situations.

9781108441667 Paperback
2nd Edition
AUD $34.95 / NZD $37.95
August 2018

LIFE SCIENCES

MANAGEMENT

MEDICINE
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My Mummy & Me
All about Perinatal Mental Health Problems
Narelle Mullins and Eleanor Ball

This beautifully illustrated and interactive book helps young children understand maternal 
mental health difficulties around the time of a sibling’s birth. With a percentage of profits 
going to support affected mothers and their families, this reassuring guide is invaluable for 
health professionals, parents and children alike.

9781911623007 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $23.95 / NZD $25.95
August 2018

Frege
A Philosophical Biography
Dale Jacquette

Dale Jacquette’s lively and incisive biography charts Frege’s life from its beginnings in small-
town north Germany, through his student days in Jena, to his development as an enduringly 
influential thinker. His rich and informative biography will appeal to all who are interested in 
Frege’s philosophy.

9780521863278 Hardback
1st Edition
AUD $62.95 / NZD $67.95
August 2018

Kant’s Power of Imagination
Rolf-Peter Horstmann

This Element is a study of how the power of imagination is, according to Kant, supposed to 
contribute to cognition. It is meant to be an immanent and a reconstructive endeavor, relying 
solely on Kant’s own resources when he tries to determine what material, faculties, and 
operations are necessary for cognition of objects.

9781108464031 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $27.95 / NZD $30.95
July 2018

PHILOSOPHY

MEDICINE
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Conquering the Physics GRE
Yoni Kahn and Adam Anderson

Recognised as one of the best Physics GRE resources available, this tailored guide has been 
thoroughly updated for the current exam. It combines targeted review material of all of the 
topics covered by the current GRE alongside helpful tips and three full-length practice exams 
with fully worked solutions.

9781108409568 Paperback
3rd Edition
AUD $49.95 / NZD $52.95
June 2018

interstellarum  Deep Sky Guide Desk Edition
Ronald Stoyan and Uwe Glahn

The interstellarum Deep Sky Guide, is an innovative illustrated guide to accompany the well-
received interstellarum Deep Sky Atlas. Taking an intuitive visual approach, for each spread of 
the Atlas, the Guide focuses on carefully selected objects, either as colored composite POSS 
plates or through the authors’ own eyepiece sketches.

9781108453134 Spiral bound
1st Edition
AUD $136.95 / NZD $147.95
August 2018

Crossroads
Comparative Immigration Regimes in a World of Demographic Change
Anna K. Boucher and Justin Gest

A versatile, wide-lens study of immigration policy and demography worldwide. While its 
breadth and interest in the fundamental building blocks of immigration governance will 
interest undergraduate students and non-specialists, its rigor, scope, and the novelty of its 
analysis make it essential reading for graduate students and migration experts.

9781107570054 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $48.95 / NZD $52.95
June 2018

PHYSICS & 
ASTRONOMY

POLITICS & SOCIAL 
THEORY
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Stand out of our Light
Freedom and Resistance in the Attention Economy
James Williams

Are the systems of intelligent persuasion developed by today’s tech giants a threat to human 
freedom? Drawing on insights from Ancient Greece through to Silicon Valley, Williams argues 
that liberating human attention may be the defining moral and political task of the Information 
Age.

9781108452991 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $23.95 / NZD $25.95
August 2018

Coercive Distribution
Albertus et al.

This Element challenges existing models and introduces an alternative, supply-side, and 
state-centered theory of coercive distribution. It illustrates the patterns, timing, and breadth 
of coercive distribution using quantitative evidence and historical case studies. Distribution is 
found to be one of coercion’s most effective expressions.

9781108462136 Paperback
1st Edition
AUD $27.95 / NZD $30.95
June 2018

POLITICS & SOCIAL 
THEORY
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